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A WONDERFUL YEAR

I can only speak for myself, but 2011
was a great year. It was the first year
of my association with the CHM and I
feel as though I have learned so
much.  So much about the artifacts, so
much about the people who made the
industries, so much about “docenting.”

I want to thank all the staff and all my
fellow docents for helping me learn so
much.  

Contribute To The VIE

Welcome to 2012. How about making
a new year's resolution that you will
make a contribution (or two or three or
more) to the VIE.

Share your stories and expertise with
your colleagues.

Jim Strickland
jlstrick@aol.com
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Questions 

Q: What is our oldest artifact? In the calculator gallery, over by
the Babbage movie,  we have a book entitled Peurbach,
Georg and Regiomontanus, Tractus Georgii Peurbachii super
propositiones Ptolemaei de sinubus & chordis, Johann
Petreius, Germany, 1468 (1451 edition)

Is this our oldest artifact?

Note that Puerbach was an astronomer who made many
mathematical tables and tables of planetary motion. These
tables are sines and chords.

Q: In the changing exhibit of recently acquired artifacts there
is a salesman's model of System /360. I recognize the model
40 CPU, the tape drives and the 2311. But there is a disk unit
and a console unit that I can't identify. Does anyone know
what they are. See article an picture on page 5. 

These questions STILL need your answers 

Q: The Hollerith sorter has 26 slots. 24 of those are under
control of the tabulator. Two have manual handles, and are
not controlled by the tabulator. Tim Robinson asks, “Does
anyone know what those two manually operated slots would
have been for?” 

A: See page 4 for some ideas.

Q: I know that when Xerox PARC gave extensive demos of
the Alto computer, windows user interface, etc. to Xerox
executives in Rochester, NY, the execs were not impressed,
but (some of) their wives were. My question is: I heard that
one of those wives later started a high tech company. Who,
what company, was it successful, and did they use anything
from PARC?                                                    Kim Harris. 
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Customer: I can't get on the Internet. 

Tech support: Are you sure you used the
right password? 

Customer: Yes, I'm sure. I saw my
colleague do it. 

Tech support: Can you tell me what the
password was? 

Customer: Five dots
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IN MEMORIAM

Jacob Goldman

1921 - 2011

Jacob E. Goldman, a physicist who as Xerox's chief
scientist founded PARC, the company's Palo Alto
Research Center. Mr. Goldman died December 22;
he was 90. 

In the late 1960s, Xerox, then the dominant
manufacturer of office copiers, was searching for
ways to move into new markets. Mr. Goldman
proposed an open-ended research laboratory to
explore "the architecture of information." 

"He was the one that made sure that Xerox
understood there was a revolution coming behind
them that might change their business," said Michael
Hiltzik, author of "Dealers of Lightning: Xerox PARC
and the Dawn of the Computer Age." Goldman had
originally been brought from Ford to Xerox by John
Bardeen, (co-inventor of the transistor) who was on
the Xerox board. 

Starting in 1970, PARC researchers designed a
remarkable array of computer technologies, including
the Alto personal computer, the Ethernet office
network, laser printing and the graphical user
interface. 

The technologies were later commercialized by
Apple Computer and Microsoft, among others, and
Xerox was criticized for not capitalizing on the
technologies it had pioneered - for "fumbling the
future."  Years later, Goldman explained Xerox's
failure to enter the personal computing market early
on as part of a large corporations' unwillingness to
take risks. 

WWW ANNIVERSARY
DICK GUERTIN

December 13, 2011 was the 20th anniversary of the
birth of the World Wide Web (WWW) in the United
States. The second web site in the world was
activated on that date in 1991 at SLAC on Sand Hill
Road in Palo Alto, CA. 

The first site was at CERN in Europe, and was
created by Tim Berners-Lee in the summer of 1991.
These two sites formed the seedlings that
blossomed into the WWW in the early 90's.
Companies like Netscape were formed to service
the need for browsers, with Netscape Navigator

leading the way. Others followed like Internet
Explorer, Apple's Safari, Mozilla's Firefox, and now
Google's Chrome. These companies are in a race
trying to keep up with their competitors, or surpass
them. Some have fallen behind. You'd be hard
pressed to find someone using Netscape Navigator
today. The serve-side had its own needs, and
Apache has lead the way as the most popular
implementation of web-server technology. 

It may be difficult to believe that the WWW is only
20 years old; but we've come a long way in those 20
years. Unfortunately, this anniversary may pass by
as silently as a lunar eclipse. 

MORE ON AUTOMATED TYPESETTING
DICK WEAVER

Dick comments on the stories in VIE Vol 1, Issues
17 and 18

Looking in Russell Doubleday's "Stories of
Inventors," 1904, we find the chapter "A Machine
That Thinks -- A Type-Setting Machine That Makes
Mathematical Calculations." The article is about the
Lanston Type-Setter, describing how the setting of
type by hand, "slow, expensive, open to many
chances of mistakes" can, instead, be accomplished
with the Lanston machine. 

"The operator ... sits at a keyboard ... plays on the
keys exactly as a typewriter ... This is the sum total
of human effort expended. The machine does all the
rest of the the work; makes the calculations and
delivers the product in clean, shining new type, each
piece perfect, each in its place, each line of exactly
the right length, and each space between the words
mathematically equal - absolutely 'Justified'." An
illustration following page 206 is captioned "Where
the 'Brains' are located." 

This not to suggest the Lanston machine as first, but
only that the automation of type-setting happened
before 1904, long before Eckert.
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IMPORTANCE OF THE IBM CARD
Jim Strickland

Even as Herman Hollerith designed machines for
the 1890 census he was thinking ahead. Two
ingredients of that original “sale” were to become
important parts of the business model that would
emerge in the years to come: leasing of equipment
and sale of cards.  He leased equipment to the
census bureau and sold the cards, both at high profit
margins. Both practices were so successful that they
later became subject to anti-trust actions by the US
government.

Following the precedent set by Hollerith and C-T-R
(Computing Tabulating and Recording Co., the
successor to Hollerith's Tabulating Machine
Company), IBM insisted that only cards
manufactured by IBM be used in IBM equipment.
The company viewed its business as providing a
service and that the cards were part of the machine. 

In 1932 the government took IBM to court on this
issue, IBM fought all the way to the Supreme Court
and lost; the court ruling that IBM could only set card
specifications. In another case, heard in 1955, IBM
signed a consent decree requiring, amongst other
things, that IBM would by 1962 have no more than
one-half of the punched card manufacturing capacity
in the United States. 

Tom Watson Jr.'s decision to sign this decree, where
IBM saw the punched card provisions as the most
significant point, completed the transfer of power to
him from Thomas Watson, Sr.

(The following is from Ed Thelen's site: http://ed-
thelen.org/comp-hist/index.html) 

IBM's Fred M. Carroll
developed a series of
rotary type presses
that were used to
produce the well-
known standard
tabulating cards,
including a 1921
model that operated
at 400 cards per
minute (cpm). Later,
he developed
completely different
press capable of
operating at speeds
in excess of 800 cpm,
and it was introduced
in 1936.  Carroll's
high-speed press,
containing a printing
cylinder, revolutionized the manufacture of punched
tabulating cards. It is estimated that between 1930
and 1950, the Carroll press accounted for as much
as 25 per cent of the company's profits. As late as
the mid-1950s, punched card sales made up 20
percent of IBM’s revenues and an astonishing 30
percent of its bottom line.

Note that IBM
produced cards in San
Jose from 1943-60 and
in Campbell from 1960
into the 70's.

Cards per day produced by
IBM 

• 1914: 2 million  

• 1937: 5 to 10 million 

• 1955: 72.5 million 

HOLLERITH SORTER
JIM STRICKLAND 

Recently Tim Robinson asked the question:  The
Hollerith sorter has 26 slots. 24 of those are under
control of the tabulator. Two have manual handles
and are not controlled by the tabulator. Tim asks,
“Does anyone know what those two manually
operated slots would have been for?” 

With no clear answer forthcoming, I'll offer three
ideas:

1. When the day ended, there had to be place to put
the cards that had not been tabulated, so the
operator, following a “clean desk” policy,  would
put the untabulated cards in one or the other of
the two manually operated compartments in the
sorter.

2. Processing the census required passing the data

through several (differently wired) tabulators.
Probably there were “runners,” people who
moved the data from tabulator to tabulator.
Perhaps, a runner would put a stack of cards
into one of the two manually operated
compartments to keep the batch intact while the
operator finished a previous batch.

3. If a card was “off gauge” or mutilated or failed
some consistency check, the operator would
manually put it in one of the two compartments
to be re-punched or checked against the
original data.

I prefer number 3. The need for handling “off gauge”
cards is mentioned in the archives. Procedures had
to be in place to have someone, other than the
tabulator operator, fix them. The sorting box seems
like the best solution.

Carroll press c. 1926
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INVISIBLE PRINTING
STAN PADDOCK

All IBM 519's had a device that could print on one end of a
card up to nine numbers on one of two lines on the card.
What printed was under the control of the wiring of the
control panel. 

One day one of the operators handed me a card and said
that the end-printer was printing incorrectly. I could see
nothing there and I said, “Don't you mean not printing at
all?” He repeated his statement and escorted me over to a
dark closet then turned on a UV lamp. Then I then could
see the error in the glowing number. They were using
invisible ink. The ribbon in the machine looked like a strip
of oily white cloth. By the time I finished the repair my
hands were glowing under the lamp as much as the
printing.

They had started this system because tires were turning
up missing somewhere in the plant. At each stage an
inspector should count the number of tires in a batch and
write it on the card under the printed numbers. But
because he could see the original number printed on the
card he might estimate the count instead of actually
counting. Because there were certain defects that would
cause tires to be rejected the number of tires in each batch
would often decrease.

The day when the invisible numbers started coming out
there was flurry of calls wanting to know how many tires
should be in each batch. They were told, “Just count
them!” They then asked, “How will we know how many
there should be, and how many they were to count, and
how will we know if we are right?” The reply was, “Just
count them all. We will tell you if they are correct or not.”

With the invisible number system installed, almost
immediately the company noticed a sharp drop in the
number of tires in one area. A lookout room was built in the
rafters over that department to watch it. 

From the high perch the watchers saw a trash truck
stopping out of normal sight of the floor level people. They
layered the bottom of bed with tires and filled the top with
trash. All this with a camera rolling.  An undercover police
car followed the truck to a warehouse with many stolen
tires in it. 

The system of invisible numbers worked so well that they
continued using it. I remember innocently saying once to
another CE that  they used invisible ink to print on their
519. I had to explain the process and reason to him.

Stan Paddock is a retired IBM CE (Customer Engineer)
and a member of our 1401 Restoration Team. This story
was told to Stan and is reprinted from Ed Thelen's
wonderful web site. Ed is also a member of the 1401 team.

Colleagues - 

We are very close to the first anniversary of
Revolution. I think that the success of this
exhibition with the public is best illustrated
by two simple numbers: 555 and 463.

In case you haven’t already heard, those
are our attendance numbers for December
28 and 29, 2011, respectively, and they are
the largest we have ever had in Revolution,
by far. In comparison, our next biggest days
were: 

• Jan 16: 421

• Feb 19: 410

• Mar 19: 383

I'll save you the math - the December 28
and 29 visitor counts were up 32 and 10
percent, respectively, compared to
Revolution's next largest day!

On the basis of many conversations I’ve
had with our guests, it’s clear to me that a
major part of our appeal comes from the
warm personal interactions that visitors
have with volunteers in Revolution, at our
special public events, and in all the other
parts of the Museum experience
(impromptu 1401 demonstrations, volunteer
comments that have been reflected in
improvements to labels, wayfinding, etc.)
and in the extra “shine” that behind-the-
scenes volunteers add to everything that
the public sees.

Thanks to all of you – you make so much
happen! I’m looking forward to the new year
and our continued work together.

Cheers, Jim McClure 

"As for gifts, I give old books, which some
people are nice enough to call rare. I much
more carefully choose these books than
they are carefully read, but they get books
because I hate to shop. 

And I don't shop online, because I don't
own a computer. They haven't completed
inventing them yet. If they worked, not
every business in the world would have a
department to fix them. They don't have a
department to fix pencils."

Fran Lebowitz (as told to Andy Simmons)
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MORE ON THE IBM 519
JIM STRICKLAND

The tabulator reads a card, the typebars lift, the line prints,
the form advances and the cycle repeats at 100 cards a
minute. But then (for example) the department number in
the cards being read changes, the card reading pauses, the
tabulator prints a line of departmental totals and then comes
a loud mechanical “groan” -- not from the tabulator, but from
a big grey machine behind it. That is the IBM 519 punching
a new, updated, department summary card. It is connected
to the tabulator by a cable as thick as your arm.

In the 50's almost every “IBM department” (a.k.a. “Tab
department,” or “EAM -- Electronic Accounting Machine --
Department) had a 519, (or the similar 514). The official IBM
name was  “Document Originating Machine” but everyone
called it a “reproducer.” It was a big, anonymous looking,
machine that did the necessary, ancillary tasks of
reproducing or gang punching cards as well as the summary
punching described above. 

Programmers may remember the 519, because they could take a program source deck and reproduce it
with new, consecutive sequence numbers which was necessary because the sequence numbers always
got messed up during program development. 

Other common reproducer tasks were:

• Changing the format of cards by reproducing a deck with a new format (for example) to be used in a
different application.  

• Gang punching a number into cards
(for example) to punch item number
into cards where the card represented
an item in inventory.

• Punching data into cards which had
been “Mark sensed.” That is, as an
input method, someone “filled in the
bubble” on a card with a #2 pencil and
the 519 punched it into the card so no
keypunching was required.

• End printing printing some large
characters on the end of the card, for
example to be used in an inventory tub
file.

IBM 519

End printed card (also with mark sense bubbles)

NEW ARTIFACT DISPLAY 

We are starting a new “exhibition” of recently
acquired artifacts. There are two cases in the lobby
containing recent acquisitions. 

One case has two miniature salesman's models,
one of System /360 and one of the CRAY MP. The
other case has a gaming system from RCA. 

But in the case of the /360, the model may never

have turned into reality. There are two (at least)
anomalies in the model. See the picture on page 6.
There is a disk unit that may never have become a
product; it is a cabinet containing what appears to
be three 2315 type removable single disk drives.
Second there is a console that seems to represent a
preliminary design model of the Model 20. But the
production model 20 looked somewhat different.  

Does anyone have any input on these questions?
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Please contribute to the Computer History Museum
Volunteer Information Exchange.

Share your stories, your interesting facts (and factoids) and your knowledge. 
Send them to Jim Strickland            (Jlstrick@aol.com) 

Coming Events

Date Day Time Event

Jan. 12 Thur.
6:00 PM Member Reception
7:00 – 8:30 PM Program

An Evening with Google's Marissa Mayer

Feb. 16 Thur. 12:00
Beyond the Obvious: Killer Questions that Spark Game-
Changing Innovation. Author Phil McKinney in conversation
with CHM's John C. Hollar

March 7 Wed.

6:00 Member Reception
7:00 Conversation
8:30 Book Signing

CHM Revolutionaries: Turing's Cathedral. 
Author George Dyson in Conversation with John Hollar

March 28 Wed.

6:00 Member Reception
7:00 Conversation
8:30 Book Signing

The Idea Factory: Bell Labs and the Great Age of American
Innovation. Author Jon Gertner in conversation with
KQED's Dave Iverson

June 12 Tues.
6:00 PM Member Reception
7:00 – 8:30 PM Program

Doing Well by Doing Good: A Conversation with Matthew
Flannery and John Wood, moderated by KQED’s Dave
Iverson

New Artifact display in the CHM lobby – IBM Salesman's model of System/360


